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ABSTRACT

We propose a model-independent design framework for Knowledge Graphs (KGs), capitalizing on our experience in KGs and model management for the roll out of a very large and complex financial KG for the Central Bank of Italy.

KGs have recently garnered increasing attention from industry and are currently exploited in a variety of applications. Many of the common notions of KG share the presence of an extensional component, typically implemented as a graph database storing the enterprise data, and an intensional component, to derive new implicit knowledge in the form of new nodes and new edges.

Our framework, KGModel, is based on a meta-level approach, where the data engineer designs the extensional and the intensional components of the KG—the graph schema and the reasoning rules, respectively—at meta-level. Then, in a model-driven fashion, such high-level specification is translated into schema definitions and reasoning rules that can be deployed into the target database systems and state-of-the-art reasoners. Our framework offers a model-independent visual modeling language, a logic-based language for the intensional component, and a set of new complementary software tools for the translation of meta-level specifications for the target systems. We present the details of KGModel, illustrate the software tools we implemented and show the suitability of the framework for real-world scenarios.

1 INTRODUCTION

While many different notions of Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are offered in the literature [36], the presence of an extensional component—often modeled as a property graph [3]—and an intensional component, materialized or inferred through a reasoning process, clearly emerges, as captured by recent definitions [12]. Intuitively, the extensional component of a KG can be thought of as a graph-based representation of enterprise data. The intensional component, on the other hand, is the specification, for example in the form of reasoning rules, of derived knowledge (e.g., new nodes, edges, attributes thereof), originating from the application of potentially complex domain knowledge to the extensional component, in the so-called reasoning process [12].

In Economic and Financial applications, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are rapidly gaining importance as reference tools to enable knowledge- and data-driven innovation, commonly shared under many names including FinTech, RegTech, SupTech, and InsurTech [6, 11, 14, 15, 22, 23, 26, 40, 47, 48, 51]. Underlying all of these areas, there is the need for a detailed representation of complex domains of interest, often characterized by the presence of many interconnected entities, as well as dynamic inference capabilities, to generate derived knowledge and insights that are not immediately available from the enterprise data.

This paper originates from our industrial experience in the design and roll out of Knowledge Graphs for the Central Bank of Italy, specifically dedicated to economic and financial applications. Ours is not an isolated context: thousands of medium and large companies are currently investing in building their enterprise or application-specific KGs and exploiting them to make better business decisions, thanks to their reasoning capabilities.

Challenges. In the construction of such systems, fundamental, recurring questions are always met: how do I understand, design, and communicate how a complex domain (such as the financial one) looks like? How do I eventually structure the KG so that it mirrors the enterprise view of the domain? How can I be sure that the conceptual specification corresponds to the one of the real KG to be deployed? How do I cope with different target systems? How do I express complex business behaviour at high level and cope with heterogeneity of the systems?

We rationalize these questions as the growing need for a design methodology for Knowledge Graphs. Such a methodology should guide the data engineer from a conceptual, high-level, and possibly visual representation of the reality to a production-ready KGs. Following the undisputed success of the Entity-Relationship model in the relational world, to be broadly and successfully adopted, a KG design methodology should be easy to grasp, so to help domain understanding and facilitate communication among the stakeholders, and, at the same time, should provide conceptual models that are inherently mappable into the underlying data models, to be deployed into the target systems in production environments.

Specifically, we individuate the following distinguishing desiderata of a KG design methodology.

• Conceptual ergonomics. The methodology should provide conceptual data models, enabling a simple, non-technical, high-level, and possibly visual representation of the domain.

• Model independence. The methodology should be applicable regardless of the specific technical implementation, that is, it should be possible to deploy the extensional component into any Graph Database Management System, relational, triplestore system, etc., and it should be possible to express the intensional components in a form that is independent of the query languages of the target systems.

• Model awareness. The possibility to adopt a more or less compelling graph schema is essential to capture real-world constraints, sustain the development of simple client applications, and ease data manageability [21]. The extensional component should conform to a graph schema and the language for the intensional component should refer to the schema constructs.

• Expressive, efficient, and ergonomic intensional components. Intensional components should be first-class citizens in KG design and should be specified with a reasoning language that is at the same time graph ergonomic and expressive enough to handle
KGs. Along the lines of popular regular path query languages such as XPath, XQuery, SPARQL, Neo4j Cypher, etc. reflecting the UC2RPQs literature stream [49], the use of navigational expressions in the language should be seamless and intuitively supported by the syntax.

A good yardstick for the language expressive power is Datalog [24], which captures PTIME with a mild form of negation [27]. The language should be then at least expressive as recursive Datalog, possibly with a form of negation. Derived components should be the result of ontological reasoning processes. Reasoning to the extent of tractable description logic should be feasible (e.g., DL-Liteq). In other terms, the language should be expressive enough to cover any SPARQL query over RDF datasets, under the entailment regime of OWL 2 QL [33].

- **Model drivenness.** From a high-level conceptual representation of the domain given by the data engineer, the graph schema for the target system and the executable specification of intensional components should derive as a direct consequence, along the lines of model-driven engineering [50].

**Related Work.** To the best of our knowledge, in the literature there is no comprehensive methodology for KG design and none of the existing approaches satisfies the illustrated desiderata.

The most comprehensive proposals for property graphs schema languages [21] do offer visual modeling metaphors, but are specifically thought for graphs—therefore are model dependent—while for KGs a more general support for the storage of the extensional component is required. Moreover, they do not foresee any intensional component.

Model independence and to some extent model drivenness have been successfully achieved in the model management community [18], with proposals for model-independent schema and data translation frameworks such as ModelGen and MIDST [5, 7] by Atzeni et al. where, along the lines of the original observation by Hull and King [37] on the existence of a common ground for data model semantics, a generic super-model is proposed, which contains constructs to capture any other data model; translations between models are then expressed via Datalog rules, operating within the super-model itself in a model-independent fashion. Yet, the intensional component is out of ModelGen and MIDST’s scope, and these frameworks do not specifically focus on graph-based models but see the relational model as a primary representation, nor do they incorporate any design methodologies. However, as we shall see, we extend and adapt some ideas from MIDST for our purposes. Later adaptations of Atzeni’s approach that aim at model-driven and system-independent graph database design [50] are also not applicable for KGs, since they only support graph-based models, do not consider the intensional component and offer a visual metaphor based on a performance-oriented translation of the Entity-Relationship model, which we consider overly low level for our non-technical users.

In the semantic web community, the study of ontology engineering was pioneered almost a decade ago [19, 35]. This research line has flourished, with the proposal of pattern-based design techniques (e.g., [2, 20]), as reflected by the rise of dedicated venues and discussion forums [38]. Visualization methodologies (e.g., [25]) have also been developed, in parallel. Our contribution is orthogonal to this line of research, in the sense that the large body of patterns that have been developed for ontology design is of high practical utility for KG design and we do encourage designers to get familiar with and adopt them. However, out of the large body of literature in this area, we could not individuate any methodology able to satisfy all the desiderata, as none of the approaches is either at conceptual level or RDF/OWL-independent, nor does it offer support for a large set of target systems.

**Contribution.** Our main contributions are:

- We propose KGModel, a model-independent framework for Knowledge Graphs design, comprising a methodology and a set of support tools.
- KGModel adopts a new KG-oriented version of the MIDST super-model, composed of super-constructs to represent the schemas of the extensional component.
- KGModel is augmented with reasoning programs expressed in MetaLog, a new variant of the Vadalog language for KGs [16], that we propose for the intensional component.
- Our super-model is intimately connected to a visual design methodology, in such a way that the data engineer can design the schemas at a conceptual level.
- Our tools then allow schemas and MetaLog programs to be enforced and executed, respectively, within the target systems, thanks to translation mechanisms.
- We show KGModel in action by sharing our experience in designing financial KGs.

In the next section we present more details of our industrial setting, a general description of KGModel with an overview of the contributions, and a description of the organization of the subsequent sections.

2 OVERVIEW

2.1 The Industrial Setting

The company KG of the Central Bank of Italy is enabling multi- AI-enhanced applications in the economics and supervision realms. The imminent soar of different KGs designed and used by several organizational units of the Bank, as well as more and more complex extensional and intensional components mirroring sophisticated regulatory frameworks, solicits the introduction of a design framework for data engineers, adhering to the illustrated desiderata and, more generally, sustaining a uniform structuring of the enterprise KGs. Let us now introduce the extensional and the intensional component of the KG at hand.

**Extensional Component.** The source for the enterprise data of the KG is provided by the Italian Chambers of Commerce and contains several features for each company such as legal name, address, incorporation date, legal form, shareholders and so on. Shareholders are either individuals or legal persons, which are typically companies. For persons, we find all the associated register data such as first name, surname, date and place of birth, sex, and so on. For companies, the source data also provide an extensive set of register features. Detailed shareholding structure is also available. For each shareholder, the KG holds the share amount, the kind of legal right associated to it (ownership, bare ownership and so on). All our entities and their associations are time dependent.

If we see the extensional component as a simple sharing graph—where nodes are shareholders and edges denote owned shares—such graph consists of 11.97M nodes and 14.18M edges. There are 11.96M Strongly Connected Components (SCC), composed on average of one node, and more than 1.3M Weakly Connected Components (WCC), composed on average of 9 nodes. The largest SCC has 1.9k nodes, while the largest WCC has more than six million nodes. The average in-degree of each node is ≈ 3.12, the out-degree ≈ 1.78 and the average clustering coefficient is ≈ 0.0086, the maximum in-degree of a node is more than 16.9k
and the maximum out-degree is more than 5.1k nodes. As far as the topology is concerned, the graph exhibits a scale-free network structure, as common in the financial domain [10, 41, 45]; the degree distribution follows a power-law, with several nodes in the network acting as hubs.

Intensional Component. Many relationships are implicit and derive from the application of articulated regulatory frameworks to enterprise data. In the Central Bank of Italy KG, an interesting case is the control link [32] between companies, which represents the possibility of one company to exert decision power on others and depends on the financial network structure in a complex way; another one is integrated ownership [43], which measures the total shares owned by a shareholder, directly and indirectly throughout the whole graph; finally close links [42], where the European Central Bank specifies peculiar forms of financial conflict of interest between graph entities involved in the issuance and use as collateral of asset-backed securities.

In the model stack, we adopt the idea of a super-model grouping the super-constructs that can be used to define different Knowledge Graph models, that are all specializations of the super-model. Possible models used to represent KGs are the different versions of property graphs [3] (PG) such as the models of Neo4J PG, Amazon Neptune, OrientDB or even non-graph-like models that are frequently used to serialize graphs, such as the relational data model, plain CSV files, and so on. Let us discuss our model stack.

- At the highest level we have a meta-model, which contains the foundational meta-constructs, namely, MM_Entity (an abstract entity of the domain), MM_Link (a connection between entities), as well as their properties.
- The super-model contains super-constructs that specialize those of the meta-model and subsumes, i.e., generalizes, any possible KG model. Examples of super-constructs are SM_Node, SM_Edge, representing the general notions of node and edge, respectively, SM_Attribute for their attributes, and so on.
- The various models comprise constructs that specialize the super-constructs for a specific use. Example of PG constructs are Node, Relationship, and Label, instantiating SM_Node, SM_Relationship, and SM_Type, respectively.

In the schema stack, schemas capture the type of specific nodes, edges and properties of a given domain of interest, in the same sense that a relational database schema is an instance of the relational model. For example, a graph schema is the one of the companies, with its business entities such as people, shares, locations, and so on. As the super-model generalizes every model, a schema can be expressed in either a model-dependent way, as an instance of a model, or in a model-independent way, as an instance of the super-model, in which case we call it super-schema. A super-schema $S_1$ can be cast into a schema $S_2$ of a model $M$ by a specific set of translation rules, namely, mappings, which apply the needed simplifications, when the case eliminating constructs of the super-model that are not supported by the specific target model, and finally instantiate the super-constructs into $M$ constructs, accordingly. KGModel stores super-schemas and schemas into graph dictionaries, associated to the super-model and to each of the models, respectively. We define the mappings as sets of MetaLog rules. MetaLog is our new variant of the VADALOG language [16] for graphs. VADALOG extends Datalog with existential quantification and other useful features, while introducing mild syntactic restrictions to guarantee decidability and tractability of the reasoning task. VADALOG reasoning programs can be processed by the VADALOG system, a state-of-the-art reasoner, able to read ground data from heterogeneous data sources. MetaLog inherits the VADALOG (and thus Datalog) semantics and expressive power, enriching its syntax with the possibility to use pattern-matching graph exploration primitives. It is model independent, as it operates at meta-level, expressive and efficient enough to support ontological reasoning, model aware and ergonomic, since incorporates syntactic elements to closely exploit schema information.

The instance stack concretely represents the extensional component of the KG, i.e., both the ground data and those derived by materializing the intensional component (Section 6). The extensional component can be represented as either instance of the super-schema (super-components) or of the schema (components).

The design methodology. With KGModel, we offer the data engineer a model-driven design approach to KGs. The data engineer is provided with a conceptual visual modeling language, named Graph Schema Language (GSL) to design a graph schema as a super-model. A GSL diagram defines an instance of the super-model, with visual graphemes denoting instances of the super-constructs. She also specifies the intensional component (possibly comprising further schema constraints) in MetaLog, with reasoning programs acting on the super-model constructs.

In order to deploy the designed schemas into the target systems, KGModel translates the super-schemas provided by the engineer into instances of the target models by applying the translation mappings. Schemas then contain all the information needed to be deployed and enforced, with different methods, depending on the target systems: for relational systems, for instance, they can be rendered as DDL statements, which include the respective constraints such as keys, foreign keys, domain constraints, and so on; for RDF stores, schemas can be rendered as RDF-S (RDF Schema) documents, to be validated by dedicated tools; for schema-less systems, like graph databases, schemas can be enforced with ad-hoc methodologies [21].

The software modules. To support the explained methodology, our framework incorporates the following tools:
Graph Dictionaries. A set of graph databases to store the instances of the super-model and of the models.

(KGSE) Knowledge Graph Schema Environment. A tool to graphically design GSL schemas and store them into the super-model dictionary.

(MTV) MetaLog to Vadalog Translator. A compiler to generate Vadalog programs from MetaLog code.

(SSST) Super-Schema to Schema Translator. A module that as input a super-schema S, a super-model-level intensional component Σ expressed as a set of MetaLog rules, a MetaLog mapping M(M) for the translation of a super-schema into a schema of the target model M, and generates: (i) the instance S′ of M, that is, the desired target schema; (ii) a new version of the intensional component that can be applied to S′ instances. SSST uses MTV to compile and run MetaLog.

2.3 Organization of the Paper

In Section 3 we describe the meta-model, the super-model, and our visual design methodology. In Section 4 we introduce the MetaLog language. Section 5 shows how different models for KGs can be represented in our framework. A focus on the intensional component is introduced in Section 6. Our industrial case is pursued throughout all the sections, showing the conceptual design of the KG of the Bank of Italy, the applied MetaLog code, the generation of the model-level representations, important portions of the intensional component, respectively. Section 7 concludes the paper.

3 THE META-LEVEL APPROACH

As we have pointed out in the overview, the starting point of our approach is a model-generic representation of schemas, which we call super-schemas. To do that, we define models as sets of constructs, each specializing a super-construct of a general super-model. The super-constructs, in turn, specialize a small set of foundational meta-constructs. KGModel then features a visual modeling language to define super-schemas.

3.1 A Look Form Above: the Meta-model

At the highest level of our model representation stack, we find the meta-model, comprising the basic building blocks of any semantic data model: entities, links between them, and their properties. Figure 2 visualizes it as a PG: nodes are denoted by labeled circles, edges by labeled arrows with cardinality indication (like in UML), and node and edge attributes with the lollipop notation. Each meta-construct is identified by a unique internal Object Identifier (OID). MM_Entities are abstract named domain objects. MM_Properties have a name and a type. MM_Links express relationships A → B between entities.

The meta-model lays the foundations for the visual representation of super-schemas. We do that by introducing an instance rendering function \( \Gamma_M \), a bijection that specifies how to visualize the instances of a model M. For the meta-model, the rendering function \( \Gamma_M : C_{MM} \rightarrow V \) maps an instance \( e \in C_{MM} \) of a meta-construct (\( C_{MM} \) is the set of all possible meta-construct instances)

\[ \Gamma_M(e) = \begin{cases} \text{name}, & \text{if } e \text{ is a node} \\ \text{name, cardinality}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

for its instances.

into a grapheme (an elementary graphic item) \( g \in V \), where \( V \) is the alphabet of graphemes. For example, entity instances are represented as name-labeled nodes, properties with the named lollipop notation; links are represented as name-labeled edges.

3.2 The Designer Level: the Super-model

The super-model provides the data engineer with a collection of model-independent conceptual elements: the super-constructs. Then, along the lines of model-driven software design [28], we encourage the data engineer to craft the extensional component of the KG by performing a domain-based decomposition of the reality. She should single out the core concepts of the domain at hand. For each concept, then she should individuate the most "semantically adequate" super-construct and instantiate it to capture the domain object. In so doing, she assembles instances of super-constructs, building a super-schema.

The semantic adequacy refers to the semantic category a real-world object belongs to. When designing a relational database with the Entity-Relationship model, for instance, the data engineer wonders whether a concept is an entity or an attribute based on its independent dignity and existence in the domain; she tries to distinguish entities from relationships, based on their occurrence contexts, and so on. Similar considerations are applied in every conceptual model to the extent that the design techniques develop the engineer’s sensitivity to seizing the meaning of the conceptual model constructs and mapping real-world concepts into them. In this sense, a design methodology is tightly coupled
with the semantics of the constructs. In KGModel, we take this consideration to a higher level and suggest that the data engineer work with super-model constructs and design super-schemas. We shall see in Section 5, how the super-schemas are finally cast into schemas, once a target model is selected.

As our framework targets graph-based applications, we propose a set of super-constructs that see PGs as first-class citizens. However, they are at the same time sufficiently general to capture many other target data models, as proven by the straightforward correspondences to other relational-based super-models [8].

Figure 3 renders our super-model dictionary, whose constructs are instances of the meta-model, by applying $F_{SM}$. To allow the data engineer to visually create instances of the super-model in design diagrams, we introduce the rendering function $F_{SM} : C_{SM} \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$, that is detailed in tabular form in the Figure. The Graph Schema Language is the visual language for KG design diagrams originating from the application of $F_{SM}$ and it includes specific notation to use the super-constructs; for example, we mark a partial disjoint generalization with a single-headed thick solid black arrow. While most of the super-construct have an explicit notation, there are some others which do not have it, like $\text{SM}_\text{HAS CHILD}$; these super-constructs are marked with a gray background in the table.

**Designing with the Super-constructs.** We provide the core design guidelines by describing the KGModel super-constructs.

- **SM(Node)** is the general notion of entity. It should be used to represent any relevant domain object that is characterized by its own identity, **SM(Node)**, and set of distinguishing properties. An **SM(Node)** always has one single identifier, composed of a set of identifying attributes.

- **SM(Edge)** represents a binary aggregation of two **SM(Node)**s. It should be used to capture the existence of a relationship between domain concepts. Cardinalities are encoded as follows: $\text{isFun1}$ (resp. $\text{isFun2}$) is true if right (left) maximum cardinality is 1, it is $\mathcal{N}$, otherwise; $\text{isOpt1}$ (resp. $\text{isOpt2}$) is true if right (left) minimum cardinality is 0, it is 1, otherwise. Note that, unlike **SM(Node)**s, as **SM(Edge)**s have one single **SM(Node)**, super-schemas are simple graphs by construction.

- **SM(Attribute)** models an attribute of a node or edge. It should be used for any relevant domain object that does not have its own identity, but is part of a more general concept. It can be optional ($\text{isOpt}$) or mandatory, identifying ($\text{isId}$) or not.

- **SM(AttributeModifier**, marked in italic in the figure, is a proxy for attribute modifiers that are generally used to enrich an attribute with additional information, such as formatting or domain constraints; each modifier has a corresponding super-construct which holds specific information. For example, the **SM(UniqueAttributeModifier** prescribes that an attribute has a unique value among nodes with the same **SM(Node)**, or the **SM(EnumAttributeModifier** lists all the values an attribute may have. As a whole, KGModel defines many more modifiers, which help the data engineer to explicitly model business constraints. We will not focus on this super-construct in the rest of the paper, for space reasons.

- **SM Generalization** should be used to capture the usual notion of specialization-abstraction relationship existing between entities, **SM(Node)**s in this case. It can be further characterized as total if every instance of the parent is also an instance of a child (non-total otherwise), disjoint if the instances of the parent are instances of a single child (non-disjoint otherwise).

Other super-constructs are the ones specializing **MM_Links**: **SM(HAS Node Type)**, **SM(HAS Edge Type)**, **SM(Parent)**, **SM(Attribute)**, **SM(Attribute Modifier)**, **SM(Node)**, **SM(Edge)**, **SM Attribute Modifier**.

**Figure 4**: A portion of the Bank of Italy KG designed with KGModel methodology.

### 3.3 A View on the Central Bank of Italy KG

We used KGModel for the conceptual design of our KG, culminating in the construction of a GSL diagram. A simplified but representative portion of such diagram, which we generally refer to as the “Company KG”, is shown in Figure 4.

Throughout the conceptual design work, we could appreciate how the existence of a technology-independent super-model dictionary guides the designer through her modeling activity, offering a toolkit of lenses to capture real-world objects, understand their characteristics and relationships, and communicate the design choices with stakeholders. Let us try to narratively simulate a fragment of such a modeling journey.

The domain of the Company KG revolves around the notions of physical persons, i.e., individuals, or legal persons, which are entities capable of performing some actions like owning properties. Even if these two entities share some features like the way in which they interact with the world (e.g., they can buy or sell stocks of a company), they are different since they have different attributes (e.g., an individual has a gender, while a legal person has a legal nature, and so on).

«I will capture the structure by introducing distinct **SM(Node)**s for persons, i.e., **PhysicalPerson** and **LegalPerson**, characterized by a distinct set of **SM(Attribute)**s. As for the attributes, **PhysicalPersons** are identified by a unique **fiscalCode** and have a **gender** and a **name**; the **birthDate** is not always present in data, and as such it is optional; **LegalPersons** are as well identified by their **fiscalCode**, have a **businessName** and a **legalNature** and may have a **website**.»

Physical persons and legal persons can have their place for residence. They can hold stakes in a company shareholding capital. Moreover, both have a fiscal code, which uniquely identifies them in the national system. The fact that physical and legal persons share common traits and nevertheless have their specificities, suggests that they are two specializations of a generic actor.

«I will introduce a **Generalization**, where a **Person** generalizes and collects the common features of **PhysicalPerson** and **LegalPerson**. As every person can be in exactly one of those two categories, the generalization will be disjoint and total.»

Let us focus on the residence. When available, the address is typically complex and composed of multiple parts (e.g. street,
street number, city, postal code). In the future, it can be enriched with further elements, such as the GPS coordinates.

Although tempting, modeling the address as an optional Person attribute is not a valid choice, which may lead to increased complexity: the address is an autonomous business entity, it has many details, is likely to change in the future and be enriched. I will introduce a PLACE_SM_NODE, modeling the address as an identifier and storing each part of it as an SM_ATTRIBUTE.

The ownership structure of shareholding capital is available only for some specific legal persons, i.e., businesses. Moreover, some of these businesses are public companies whose capital is listed in stock exchanges. Other entities have different forms of legal nature for which shareholding capital does not make sense; at the same time, the analysts are interested in legal persons that are expression of the public sector in the economic system, such as territorial entities.

I will introduce a further SM_GENERALIZATION by specializing the LegalPerson into a Business SM_NODE, gathering shareholding capital features, and a NonBusiness SM_NODE, with specific IS_GOVERNMENTAL SM_ATTRIBUTE. As a legal person can be in exactly one of those two categories, the generalization will be disjoint and total. I will add one more specialization of Business by creating a child PublicListedCompany SM_NODE hosting specific information about the stock exchange features. As a business can be publicly listed or not, the generalization will not be total.

Our data show that a person can withhold stakes in a company capital, and there are cases in which multiple distinct persons may have different rights upon the same portion of company capital (e.g., multiple owners of a single share or complex property structures like usufruct, in which base owner and usufructuary have different rights on the property). Nevertheless, data analysis constantly requires insight about standard ownership.

While property would be elegantly described by a simple OWNS SM_EDGE connecting the owning Person to the owned Business, this would not allow for multiple Persons holding a single stake in the company. Hence, I will introduce a SHARE_SM_NODE (which represents a portion of the business capital) and the HOLDS-BELONGS_TO_SM_EDGES decoupling owner-owned SM_Nodes so that multiple Persons can HOLD a SHARE each with a specific quittance and percentage. To ease the life of the analyst, I will introduce an intentional OWNS_SM_EDGE that compactly represents only property rights, hence connecting the same owner/owned SM_Nodes. I will introduce as well a NUMBER_OF_STAKEHOLDERS intensional property into Business_SM_Node to make it available for analysis.

Our analysts are interested in understanding whether the ownership of a business can end up in holding, directly or indirectly, the majority of its stakes, thus controlling it.

A share is characterized by a percentage indication of its proportion to capital total; when the capital is traded as stocks, the information of the number of stocks is available as well.

While people and companies are clearly distinct notions in the domain, they are likely to participate in the same relationships, such as ownership or control ties which they can exert on other companies, or playing a role e.g., on the board of directors. Thus, there is a form of graph homogeneity, which we would like to pursue, where relevant entities (be they individuals or companies) are linked by shareholding relationships. At the same time only individuals belong to families and can represent businesses, and only businesses have a capital held by shareholders or participate in business events such as mergers.

I will leverage generalization and model relationships only between the topmost nodes in the generalization hierarchy which are involved in them. Hence, I will identify the following relationships: HOLDs, OWNS, CONTROLS, HAS_ROLE, RESIDES, that can be exerted by any PERSON; REPRESENTs that can be exerted only by PHYSICALPERSON nodes; PARTICIPATES, that can only be exerted by BUSINESSES. As the participation in shareholding capital can only be exerted on entities having SHAREHOLDingCAPITAL, the OWNS, CONTROLS, BELONGS_TO_SM_EDGES will be inbound to BUSINESS SM_NODES; finally, a PERSON can have a role in NONBUSINESSES and BUSINESSES, but not in PHYSICALPERSONs, so the HAS_ROLE SM_EDGE will be inbound to LEGALPERSON SM_NODE.

Particularly relevant research objectives related to the use of our KG are based on the connections between shareholders, for instance family relationships.

«Since these connections can be individuated by specific reasoning tasks, I will add an intentional ISRELATED_TO_SM_EDGE connecting two individuals, i.e., connecting the PHYSICALPERSON SM_NODE to itself in the super-schema. In turn, each PHYSICALPERSON has an intentional BELONGS_TO_FAMILY_SM_EDGE connecting it to a FAMILY SM_NODE. Since a family can hold a business, it has an intentional FAMILY_OWNS_SM_EDGE to BUSINESSES.»

Finally, a data source reports information about company events like merger & acquisitions or splits; these events happen on a date and may generally involve multiple businesses, e.g., the acquirer and the acquired.

As these events involve only companies, the topmost entity in the generalization to which to refer is the BUSINESS SM_NODE. I will add a new BUSINESS_EVENT SM_NODE, characterized by TYPE and DATE SM_ATTRIBUTES, in which each business can participate through a PARTICIPATES SM_EDGE with a specific ROLE.

4 THE METALOG LANGUAGE

We now introduce Metalog, the language we propose and use in KGModel. To strike a balance between the ergonomicity of regular path queries and the expressive power of modern ontological reasoning formalisms, Metalog combines Warded Datalog®, a logic language at the core of VADALog that proved to be of high industrial applicability, and graph pattern matching.

Example 4.1. The following Metalog program expresses company control. This notion is an essential ingredient for the intentional component of the Bank of Italy KG: control edges pinpoint when a company can exert decision power on another one. A business x controls a business y, if (i) x directly owns more than 50% of y; or, (ii) x controls a set of companies that jointly (i.e., summing the share amounts), and possibly together with x, own more than 50% of y.

$$ (x : \text{Business}) \rightarrow \exists e (x) [c : \text{CONTROLS}] (x) \quad (1) $$

$$ (x : \text{Business}) ; \text{CONTROLS} (z : \text{Business}) \rightarrow [\text{OWNs; percentage} : w] (y : \text{Business}) \quad \quad (2) $$

$$ v = \text{sum}(w, z), v > 0.5 \rightarrow \exists e (x) [c : \text{CONTROLS}] (y) $$

Every company x controls itself (1), and (2), whenever x controls a set of companies z such that the sum of their shares w over one single company y is more than 50%, then x controls y.
In terms of expressive power, MetaLog is the union of all programs in Non-Recursive Warded Datalog\(^a\) extended with transitive closure of binary relations, and all the VADALOG programs. To introduce the language, we recall the foundations of logic reasoning with VADALOG\(^b\), the standard notion of property graph\(^3\), and finally present MetaLog syntax and semantics.

**Relational Foundations and VADALOG.** Let C, N, and V be disjoint countably infinite sets of constants, (labeled) nulls and (regular) variables, respectively. A (relational) schema \(S\) is a finite set of relation symbols (or predicates) with associated arity. A *term* is either a constant or a variable. An atom over \(S\) is an expression of the form \(R(\bar{t})\), where \(R \in S\) is of arity \(n > 0\) and \(\bar{t}\) is an \(n\)-tuple of terms. A (database) instance over \(S\) associates to each relation symbol in \(S\) a relation over the domain of constants and nulls. The members of relations are called *tuples*. By some abuse of notations, we sometimes use the terms *term* and *fact* interchangeably.

A rule is a first-order sequence of the form \(\forall \bar{E}\exists \bar{F} \, \varphi(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \rightarrow \exists \bar{G} \, \psi(\bar{z})\), where \(\varphi\) (the *body*) and \(\psi\) (the *head*) are conjunctions of atoms with constants and variables. We typically omit universally quantified and replace \(\wedge\) with comma for conjunctions of atoms. A program \(\Sigma\) is then defined as a set of rules.

The semantics of a (set of) existential rules can be intuitively explained as follows: for each fact \(\varphi(i, i')\) of an instance \(D\), then there exists a tuple \(\ast\) of constants and fresh labeled nulls such that the facts \(\varphi(i, i')\) are also in \(D\). The semantics is more formally defined via *chase-based procedures*\(^1\). The chase alters \(D\) by adding new facts, possibly with fresh labeled nulls for existentially quantified variables, until \(\Sigma(D)\) satisfies all the existential rules of \(\Sigma\). It is well-known that in the presence of general recursion and existential quantification, the reasoning task, which intuitively amounts to answering queries over \(\Sigma(D)\), is undecidable\(^{34}\). Wardedness poses syntactical restrictions on the interplay of existential quantification and recursion, so that the reasoning task remains decidable and PTIME in data complexity, i.e., when the program is fixed and the data are made to vary.

**Example 4.2.** In VADALOG, company control can be encoded with the following existential rules.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Company}(x) & \rightarrow \text{CONTROLS}(x, x) \\
\text{CONTROLS}(x, z), \text{Own}(z, y, w), & \quad (1) \\
\sigma = \text{sum}(w, (z), o), & \quad o > 0.5 \rightarrow \text{CONTROLS}(x, y) & \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

**Property Graphs.** A (regular) Property Graph (PG) is a tuple of the form \(G = (N, E, \mu, \lambda, \sigma)\), where: \(N\) is a finite set of nodes; \(E\) (disjoint from \(N\)) is a finite set of edges; the *incidence function* \(\mu : E \rightarrow N^\#\) is a total function that associates each edge in \(E\) with an \(n\)-tuple of nodes from \(N\) (n=2, for our goals); the *labeling function* \(\lambda : (N \cup E) \rightarrow L\) is a partial function that associates nodes/edges with a label from a set \(L\); the function \(\sigma : (N \cup E) \times P \rightarrow V\) is a partial function that associates nodes/edges with properties from \(P\) to a value from \(C\) for each property.

**MetaLog.** Let C, N, and V be disjoint countably infinite sets of constants, (labeled) nulls and (regular) variables, respectively, and \(G = (N, E, \mu, \lambda, \sigma)\) be a property graph. A MetaLog program is a set \(\Sigma\) of existential rules \(\varphi(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \rightarrow \exists \bar{z} \, \psi(\bar{z})\), where \(\bar{x}, \bar{y}, \bar{z}\) are tuples of variables, \(\varphi\) is a conjunction of PG node atoms, path patterns, conditions, and expressions and \(\psi\) is a conjunction of PG node atoms and path patterns.

- A PG atom can have two forms: \(\{x : L; f(\bar{K})\}\) (PG node atom), or \((x : L; K)\) (PG edge atom), where \(\bar{x} \in V\) is the atom identifier, \(L \in L\) is a label, \(K\) is a tuple of named terms \(A_i : x_i\), where \(A_i \in \text{name}(K)\) are attribute names in \(P\) and \(x_i \in \text{values}(K)\) are variables of \(V\) or constants of \(C\). The atom identifier and the named variables can be omitted if the anonymous binding is intended. An example of PG atom is \((x : \text{PhysicalPerson}; \text{name} : n, \text{gender} : \text{male})\), which selects all the PhysicalPerson labeled nodes \(x\) having male gender and binds their name to the variable \(n\). An example of PG edge atom is \((o : \text{HOLDS}; \text{right} : \text{ownership}, \text{percentage} : \text{s})\), which selects all the ownership rights, binding the share amount to the variable \(s\).

- An expression is an assignment of the form \(z_i = f(x, y)\), where \(z\in \mathbb{Z}\), and \(f\) is a generic function, which may be *tuple-level* (e.g., an algebraic operation, a string operation, and so on) or *multi-tuple* (e.g., an aggregation), where the standard stratified semantics is assumed\(^{39}\). For instance \(t = \text{sum}(w, (y))\) aggregates \(w\) over \(y\) and returns \(t\).

- A condition is a Boolean expression over a variable in \(x\) or \(y\), for example: right = "ownership" and percentage > 0.3.

- Let \(\mathcal{A}\) be the alphabet of elements \(\rho\) corresponding to PG edge atoms. An expression \(xy\rho\) denotes the existence of a binary relation between the nodes selected by the PG atoms \(x\) and \(y\), and by the PG edge atom \(\rho\). Let us introduce the inverse operator \(\rho^\ast\) denotes the inverse binary relation, i.e., if \(\rho\) is a path, then \(\rho^\ast\) is \(\rho^\ast\), and if \(\rho\) is \(\rho\), then \(\rho^\ast\) is \(\rho\). A pattern is expressed by means of regular expressions \(R\) over the alphabet \(\mathcal{A}\). A path pattern \(x\rho y\) individuates all the pairs of nodes \((x, y)\) connected by a semi-path that conforms to the regular language \(L(R)\) defined by \(R\). A semi-path from \(x\) to \(y\) is a sequence of the form \((n_1, e_1, n_2, e_2, \ldots, e_q, n_q, 1)\), where \(q \geq 0\), \(n_1 = x, n_{q+1} = y\), and for each \((n_i, e_i, n_{i+1})\), we have that either \(\mu(e) = (n_{i+1}, n_i)\) or \(\mu(e) = (n_{i+1}, n_i)\). A semi-path defined by an expression \(R\) conforms to a path pattern if \(e_1, \ldots, e_q \in L(R)\).

The semantics of MetaLog descends from the VADALOG one in the natural way. For each fact \(\varphi(i, i')\) of \(G\), that is, a conjunction of paths of \(G\), there exists a tuple \(i''\) of constants from \(C\) and fresh labeled nulls from \(\mathcal{N}\), such that the paths \(\varphi(i, i')\) are also in \(G\). Given a set \(\Sigma\) of MetaLog rules, the chase alters \(G\) by adding new paths, until \(\Sigma(G)\) satisfies all of them.

To guarantee decidability and tractability of the reasoning task we require that the transitive closure of relations in path patterns, via the Kleene star operator, is allowed only if the program \(\Sigma\) is non-recursive, i.e., the dependency graph of rules is acyclic. If \(\Sigma\) does not include the transitive closure, then it can be reduced into a warded program and therefore the reasoning task is decidable and PTIME; if \(\Sigma\) includes the transitive closure, as it is non-recursive, it can be reduced into a Piecewise Linear Datalog\(^6\) \([\ref{17}]\), a subset of Warded Datalog\(^6\).

MetaLog features syntactic elements to natively refer to nodes and edges. As in KMODEL the super-model is stored in a graph dictionary, then MetaLog can be used to operate on it.

**Example 4.3.** In a super-schema, we link all the pairs of SM Noxes that are in descendant-ancestor relationship, at any level.

\[
\begin{align*}
(x : \text{SM\_Node}) & : (x : \text{SM\_Child}) \rightarrow \langle : (x : \text{SM\_Parent}) \rangle^+ \\
(y : \text{SM\_Node}) & \rightarrow \exists w (x) [w : \text{DESCFROM}(y)]
\end{align*}
\]

A more complex regular expression is used instead of recursion. The dot (.) notation represents concatenation in regular expressions.

**MetaLog and VADALOG.** The MTV component of KMODEL performs a MetaLog to VADALOG translation, enabling its execution. For each rule, the translation consists in replacing the PG atoms with relational atoms, as used in VADALOG. We have three phases: (1) the input PG instance \(G\) is translated into a database instance \(D\); (2) the PG node atoms of the MetaLog rules are
mapped into relational atoms; (3) the path patterns are resolved.

The translation of conditions and expressions is straightforward.

1. **PG-to-relational mapping.** The input PG instance \( G \) is translated into a relational database instance \( D \) as follows.

- **L-labeled nodes** \( n \in N \) (with \( L(n) \in \mathbb{L} \)) are translated into facts \( L(\bar{x}_1, \bar{x}_2, \ldots, \bar{x}_m) \) of predicate \( L \), where for each property \( f_j \in P \), we have a constant term \( c_{f_j} \) of \( L \) of value \( \sigma(n, f_j) \). Note that we assume every node has an internal OID \( x \), whose value \( \bar{x} = \sigma(n, x) \) identifies its facts.

- **L-labeled edges** \( e \in E \), are translated into facts \( Le(\bar{x}_1, \bar{x}_2, \ldots, \bar{x}_m) \), where for each argument \( i \) of the function \( f \), there is a constant \( c_f \) of \( Le \) with value \( \sigma(n, f) \), where \( n = \mu(e)[i] \) and \( x \) is the identifier of \( n \), and for each feature \( f_i \in P \) of \( e \) there is a constant \( c_{f_i} \) of \( Le \) with value \( \sigma(e, f_i) \). We assume the presence of an internal OID \( x \), whose value \( \bar{x} = \sigma(e, x) \) identifies the edge facts.

2. **PG node atoms to atoms translation.** PG node atoms of the MetaLog program \( (x : L \rightarrow K) \) are translated into \( L(x, x_1, \ldots, x_n) \), where \( x_i \in \text{values}(K) \) are constants of \( C \) or variables of \( V \).

3. **Resolution of path patterns.** After step (2), graph patterns have the form \( L(x, x_1, \ldots, x_n) \rightarrow \mathcal{M}(y_1, \ldots, y_m) \), where \( L \) and \( M \) are predicate names mapping labels in \( L \) and \( R \) respectively is a regular expression over \( \mathcal{A} \), that defines paths from \( x \) to \( y \). The translation \( \tau(\mathcal{R}_K) \) of \( \mathcal{R}_K \) is inductively defined as follows:

   - \( \mathcal{R}_K = [\{ x \in T \} \Rightarrow \mathcal{T}(x, y, z), \text{values}(K)](x) \)
   - \( \mathcal{R}_K = (\mathcal{R}_y) \Rightarrow \mathcal{T}(x, y, z), \text{values}(K)[x \in \mathcal{R}_K] \)
   - \( \mathcal{R}_K = (\mathcal{S}_y) \Rightarrow \mathcal{R}(\mathcal{S}_y), \text{values}(K) \)

In **Vadalog**, the atoms deriving from **MetaLog** PG node and edge atoms are populated from the input sources via automatically generated annotations of the form @input(atomic query), where atom is the relational name atom and query is expressed in the target system language—e.g., SQL for relational systems, or Cypher in Neo4J—and implements the translation step (1).

**Example 4.4.** What follows is the **Vadalog** translation of the MetaLog program in Example 4.3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SM\_Node}(\ldots), \beta(x, y, \ldots), \text{SM\_Node}(\ldots) & \rightarrow \exists w \ \text{DESCFROM}(w, x, y) \quad (1) \\
\text{SM\_CHILD}(\ldots, u, x, \ldots), \text{SM\_PARENT}(\ldots, u, y, \ldots) & \rightarrow \beta(u, x, y, \ldots) \quad (2) \\
\beta(u, h, \ldots), \text{SM\_CHILD}(\ldots, u, h, \ldots), \text{SM\_PARENT}(\ldots, u, q, \ldots) & \rightarrow \beta(u, q, \ldots) \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

@input(SM\_Node, "(n:SM\_Node) return n").
@input(SM\_PARENT, "(n:SM\_Node)-[p:SM\_PARENT]->(g:SM\_Generalization) return (p, g, n)").
@input(SM\_CHILD, "(n:SM\_Node)<-[c:SM\_CHILD]->(g:SM\_Generalization) return (c, g, n)".

The original rule contains inversion, Kleene star and concatenation operators. The annotations exemplify Neo4J extraction.

**Linker Skolem Functors.** Sometimes in **KModel** we will need an OID generation/retrieval mechanism that is more controlled than standard null generation. For this purpose, let us introduce a new set of symbols \( I \) having empty intersection with \( C, N \), and \( V \). A **MetaLog** rule can be of the form \( \phi(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \rightarrow \exists \bar{z} \in \text{sk}(\bar{x}, k), \text{where one or more existentially quantified variables}\ k\text{ are associated to a linker Skolem functor}\ \text{sk},\text{ with the following semantics: whenever the rule is applied, the chase generates for}\ k\text{ a fresh value from}\ \text{I}.\text{ Such value is computed by applying the functor}\ \text{sk}\text{ to a tuple of universally quantified variables}\ \bar{\alpha} \subseteq \bar{x} \cup \bar{y}.\text{ Skolem functions are assumed to be injective, deterministic and range disjoint, i.e.}, for every pair of functions\ \text{sk} \neq \text{sk}^2,\text{ their images do not overlap.}**

### 5 MODE LEVEL

By crafting a GSL design diagram, the data engineer has specified the structure of the KG extensional component within a super-schema. Such object is still at conceptual and super-model level. To be operated and hence enforced in the target systems, first the KGSE serializes and stores the visual diagram into the super-model dictionary. Then, the SSST translates it into a schema of the target logical model (Section 5.1). The fully specified schema can be then enforced with well-known techniques depending on the specific model and technology. This is out of scope for this paper and we have already referred to some schema validation techniques in Section 2.

#### 5.1 Super-schema to Schema Translation

A model is represented in **KModel** by specializing and renaming a subset of the super-constructs. Figures 5 and 7, for instance, represent the PG model and the relational model, respectively, and highlight which super-constructs are used.

The translation of a super-schema, instance of the super-model, into a schema \( S' \), instance of a target model \( M \), is performed as described in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1 SSDT Schema Translation Algorithm.**

Input: super-schema \( S \), target model \( M \); Output: schema \( S' \) of \( M \).

1. **M** ← select candidate mappings from \( M \) from **REPO**
2. \( M(M) \) ← prompt for implementation strategy
3. \( V(M) \) ← TVT.translateToVadalog(M(M))
4. \( S' \) ← Reason(S, M(M); Eliminate)
5. \( S' \) ← Reason(S', M(M); Copy)

After individuating a set of candidate mappings for \( M \) from a rule repository (line 1), the system involves the data engineer (line 2) who refines the choice on the basis of the desired **implementation strategy** for the super-schema. Implementation strategies encode the different modeling choices for the translation into a given model \( M \). They can be driven by performance considerations, as typical in the design of NoSQL databases [44] and logical design of relational databases [9], or reflect different tactics to implement conceptual notions of the super-model with the features offered by the target systems: for PGs, whether **SM\_Generalization** should be implemented via child-parent edges or node tagging is an example of different tactics, highly depending on the target model and system which may allow multi-tagging or not. Observe that, however, the data engineer is not responsible for the design of the mappings, and only selects them from a pre-built library of translations in **KModel**.

The mapping \( M(M) \) is a **MetaLog** program implementing the translation. Our mappings are based on the property that the super-model contains a superset of the constructs of all the
models, up to renaming. \( M(M) \) is structured as two sets of MetaLog programs, Eliminate and Copy, capturing the following steps: (i) it translates \( S \) into the intermediate super-schema \( S' \), which is a clone of \( S \) where all the super-constructs that are not specialized by \( M \) are eliminated by encoding them with different super-constructs, supported by \( M \); the others are just copied (line 4); (ii) \( S' \) is downcast into \( S'' \), by copying and renaming the super-constructs that are specialized in \( M \) (line 5). Steps (i) and (ii) are implemented by translating all the respective programs into VADALOG (Section 4), and orderly (i.e., first Eliminate and then Copy) performing the reasoning tasks in the VADALOG System.

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 now zoom into how a mapping from our super-model into the PG and relational model can be encoded.

### 5.2 Super-model to Property Graph Model

Many variants of the most common PG model exist, each with its own set of features and limitations. We focus here on the most adopted one, where the constructs are labeled nodes and edges. Nodes can be tagged with multiple labels, and a uniqueness constraint can be imposed on attributes. Plus, there is no support for generalizations. We structure the mapping \( M(M) \) to PGs into the following sets of MetaLog programs:

- **Eliminate.CopyNodes.** SM_Nodes of \( S \) are copied into new SM_Nodes of \( S'' \).
- **Eliminate.CopyUniqueAttributeModifiers.** Omitted.
- **Eliminate.CopyEdges.** SM_Edges of \( S \) are copied into new SM_Edges of \( S'' \).
- **Eliminate.CopyAttributes.** SM_Attributes of \( S \) are copied into new SM_Attributes of \( S'' \), and linked to the respective new SM_Nodes and SM_Edges.
- **Eliminate.DeleteGeneralizations.**
  1. For every SM_Node \( n \) involved in a SM_GENERALIZATION \( g \), and for every SM_NODE \( a \) that is an ancestor of \( n \) via \( g \), the SM_TYPE of \( a \) is copied into a new SM_TYPE of \( S'' \) and linked to the new node of \( S'' \) corresponding to \( n \).
  2. For every SM_ATTRIBUTE \( a \) in \( S \) of an SM_NODE \( n \) involved in a SM_GENERALIZATION \( g \), and for every SM_NODE \( c \) that is a child of \( n \) via \( g \), then \( a \) is copied into a new SM_ATTRIBUTE of \( S'' \) and linked to the new node of \( S'' \) corresponding to \( c \).
  3. For every outgoing (resp. incoming) SM_EDGE \( e \) from a SM_NODE \( n \) involved in a SM_GENERALIZATION \( g \) to a SM_NODE \( m \) in \( S \), and for every SM_NODE \( c \) that is a child of \( n \) via \( g \), then \( e \) is copied into a new SM_EDGE of \( S'' \) and linked to the new nodes of \( S'' \), corresponding to \( n \) and \( m \), respectively.

For every outgoing (resp. incoming) SM_EDGE \( e \) from a SM_NODE \( n \) involved in a SM_GENERALIZATION \( g \) to a SM_NODE \( m \) in \( S \), and for every SM_NODE \( c \) that is a child of \( n \) via \( g \), let \( e' \) be the copy of \( e \) in \( S'' \). The SM_ATTRIBUTES of \( e \) are copied to \( S'' \) and linked to \( e' \).

**Copy.StoreUniquePropertyModifiers.** All SM_UNIQUE_PROPERTY_MODIFIERS of \( S'' \) are copied into new UNIQUEPROPERTY_MODIFIERS of \( S'' \) and linked to the new PROPERTIES.

We discuss the MetaLog code of some rules of the Eliminate.DeleteGeneralizations program.

**Example 5.1.** The following MetaLog rule implements Eliminate.DeleteGeneralizations(1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ n : \text{SM\_Node}; \text{schemaOID} : s \} & \quad (\{ [ : \text{SM\_CHILD} ] \rightarrow [ : \text{SM\_PARENT} ] \}) \ast (a : \text{SM\_Node})

\{ r : \text{SM\_HAS\_NODE\_TYPE} \} & \quad (t : \text{SM\_Type}; \text{name} : w),

s = 123 \rightarrow \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(s) s \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(t, r) \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(w) \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(n, r, c) \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(x : \text{SM\_Node}; \text{schemaOID} : s') \{ h : \text{SM\_HAS\_NODE\_TYPE} \}

(l : \text{SM\_Type}; \text{name} : w)
\end{align*}
\]

SM_GENERALIZATIONS are not copied into the target schema, but the SM_Nodes of \( S'' \) accumulate multiple types, inherited from their parent nodes, at any level. All the body PG node and edge atoms have the schemaOID attribute, to select the specific super-schema \( S' \), in this case, we are interested in. We will omit attributes for the sake of compactness. The target schema identifier \( s' \) is obtained with a dedicated Skolem function.

We omit the MetaLog code of Eliminate.DeleteGeneralizations(2), whose logic is similar to that of (1). Instead, we concentrate on edge inheritance, focusing on the generation of new SM_Edges, whilst the copy of SM_Attributes is omitted, for space reasons.

**Example 5.2.** The following MetaLog rule implements Eliminate.DeleteGeneralizations(3) for the inheritance of outgoing edges.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ c : \text{SM\_Node}; \text{schemaOID} : s \} & \quad (\{ [ : \text{SM\_CHILD} ] \rightarrow [ : \text{SM\_PARENT} ] \}) \ast (n : \text{SM\_Node})

\{ r : \text{SM\_HAS\_NODE\_TYPE} \} & \quad (e : \text{SM\_Edge}) \{ t : \text{SM\_TO} \}

(m : \text{SM\_Node}), s = 123 \rightarrow

\exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(c, e) \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(n, m) \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(r, c) \exists \xi^{\text{sk}}(x : \text{SM\_Node}) \{ u : \text{SM\_FROM} \} \{ f : \text{SM\_Edge} \}

(l : \text{SM\_TO}) \{ z : \text{SM\_Node} \}
\end{align*}
\]

The rule builds a new SM_Edge connecting SM_Nodes \( x \) and \( z \) in \( S'' \), which in \( S \) correspond to the child node \( c \) and to the target node \( m \), respectively.

Figure 6 visualizes the portion of the scheme of the Bank of Italy KG, automatically obtained by translating the super-schema we have shown in Figure 4 into the PG model at hand.
5.3 Super-model to Relational Model

The relational model is a common choice for KG data. Let us see the translation of super-schemas into relational schemas.

Our super-model representation of the relational model is summarized in Figure 7. Relations specialize SM_TYPE. Each Relation is characterized by a set of Fields, that specialize SM_Attribute. A Predicate is a construct (SM_Node) that connects a Relation to its Fields. ForeignKeys (SM_Edges) constrain a set of Fields of the source relation (referred to via HAS_SOURCE_FIELDS) to take only values from the identifier of the target relation. While the relational model inherently supports many SM_AttributeModifiers, we omit them for space reasons, as their translation is mechanical and uninteresting.

We present part of the mapping $M(M)$ to the relational model next. Intuitively, the elimination phase simplifies generalizations and many-to-many edges into one-to-many edges, which can be directly converted into relational foreign keys in the copy phase. For the representation of generalizations in the relational model many tactics exist, based on data volumes and access statistics [31]. In the mapping we will adopt the following strategy, omitting the details: we use a relation for each generalization of the target relation. While the relational model inherently supports many SM_AttributeModifiers, we omit them for space reasons, as their translation is mechanical and uninteresting.

Eliminate.CopyNodes. SM_Nodes of $S$ are copied into new SM_Nodes of $S'$.

Eliminate.CopyTypes. SM_Types of $S$ are copied into new SM_Types of $S'$.

Eliminate.CopyNodeAttributes. SM_Attributes of SM_Nodes in $S$ are copied into new SM_Attributes of $S'$, and linked to the respective new SM_Nodes.

Eliminate.CopyOneToManyEdges. Let $e$ be a SM_EDGE from a SM_Node $n$ to a SM_Node $m$ in $S$ with $isFun1 = false$ and $isFun2 = true$ (hence, one-to-many), and let $n'$ and $m'$ be the SM_Nodes in $S'$ corresponding to $n$ and $m$.

1. For every $e$, a new SM_EDGE $e'$ is created and linked to the respective from/to SM_Nodes $n'$ and $m'$.
2. The SM_Attributes of $e$ are copied to $S'$ and linked to $m'$.

The many-to-one edges are eliminated symmetrically. The one-to-one edges can be handled with a similar approach.

Eliminate.DeleteManyToManyEdges. Let $e$ be a SM_EDGE from a SM_Node $n$ to a SM_Node $m$ in $S$ with $isFun1 = false$ and $isFun2 = false$ (hence, many-to-many).

1. For every $e$, a new SM_EDGE $e'$ is created and linked to the new SM_Nodes $n'$ and $m'$.
2. Let $n'$ and $m'$ be the corresponding SM_Nodes of $n$ and $m$ in $S'$, respectively. For every $e'$, a new SM_EDGE $k_{m'}'$ is created in $S'$ with fixed attributes $isOpt1 = e'.isOpt1$, $isOpt2 = false$ and $isFun2 = false$. Then, $k_{n'}'$ is linked to $e'$ creating a SM_FROM link in $S'$, and to $m'$ creating a SM_TO link. Finally, SM_Attributes of $m$ with isId = true are copied in $S'$ and linked to $k_{m'}'$.


Copy.StorePredicatesAndRelations. Omitted.


Copy.StoreOneToManyEdges. Let $e$ be a SM_EDGE from a SM_Node $n$ to a SM_Node $m$ in $S'$, and let $n'$ and $m'$ be the new Predicates of $S'$ corresponding to SM_Nodes of $S$. Then the $e'$ are copied into new ForeignKeys $k'$ in $S'$ and linked to the from/to nodes $n'$ and $m'$; for every SM_Attribute $a'$ of $n'$ with isId = true, $a'$ is copied in $S'$ and linked through HAS_SOURCE_FIELD to $k'$. 

Figure 6: The example super-schema of Figure 4 translated to the PG model.

Figure 7: An essential relational model expressed using KGModel super-model.
The many-to-one edges are eliminated symmetrically. The one-to-one edges can be handled with a similar approach. Figure 8 represents the reference KG super-schema illustrated in Figure 4, translated to the relational model.

6 INTENSIONAL COMPONENTS AND TRANSLATIONS

Control edges, which we have defined in Example 4.2, are a case of derived edges in our Company KG. We aim at striking a balance between two forces: design ergonomics and model independence. To address the former, the data engineer should be able to write a set $\Sigma$ of high-level MetaLog rules that specify the intensional component by combining and creating instances of constructs of the super-schema and so “speak” the business language. In fact, Figure 3 shows that dash lines are the adopted graphemes for such nodes and edges. For the latter, we need to consider that, at the ground level, the data are stored in a database instance $D$ of a schema $S$ (of model $M$), which has been generated from the super-schema via one mapping $M(M)$, as we have seen in Section 5. $\Sigma$ must be applicable to $D$, independently of its schema $S$ and model $M$. Algorithm 2 is the technique we use in KGModel for the materialization of the intensional component.

Algorithm 2 Intensional Component Materialization Algorithm. Input: instance $D$ of schema $S$ of a model $M$, an intensional component $\Sigma$; Output: materializes the intensional component.

1. $M \leftarrow$ select candidate mappings to $M$ from REPO
2. $M(M) \leftarrow$ prompt for implementation strategy
3. $V(M) \leftarrow$ MTM.TranslateToVadalog($M(M)$, instance)
4. $I \leftarrow$ Reason($D$, $V(M)^{-1}$) \text{Import} $D$ into the super-model
5. $V_{I^{2}} \leftarrow$ build high-level input views from super-constructs instances to construct instances used in $\Sigma$
6. $V_{O^{2}} \leftarrow$ build high-level output views from construct instances used in $\Sigma$ to super-constructs instances
7. $V(\Sigma) \leftarrow$ MTM.TranslateToVadalog($\Sigma \cup V_{I^{2}} \cup V_{O^{2}}$)
8. $I' \leftarrow$ Reason($I$, $V(\Sigma)$)
9. $D \leftarrow$ Reason($I'$, $V(M)$) \text{Materialize into $D$}

In broad terms, when requested to materialize the intensional component of a KG, the SSST tool first loads the instance $D$ into the super-components (see Figure 1), composed of special instance-level constructs of the super-model constructs, which are the “instance twins” of the super-constructs (lines 1-4). Then, it generates two sets of rules, $V_{I^{2}}$ and $V_{O^{2}}$, that provide definitional extensions, in terms of the instance-level constructs, for the atom names used in $\Sigma$ (lines 5-6). Finally, once $\Sigma$ is applied on the views (lines 7-8), the obtained facts are materialized back into $D$ (line 9) as derived components. The mapping $M(M)$ from the super-model to $M$ is a core element of the process and we have extensively covered it in Section 5. Here, each mapping is complemented by an instance-level mapping $M(M).instance$, which symmetrically translates instances of super-schemas into instances of schemas. Let us start with the constructs.

Instance-level Constructs. We enrich the super-model dictionary to make it directly suitable to store instances of super-schemas. A portion of it is shown in Figure 9. The model is extended by introducing for each super-construct $C$ an $I.C$ instance super-construct, representing the respective instance counterpart. Each instance super-construct is connected to the respective super-construct by a $\text{SM}\_\text{REFERENCES}$ edge. In general, instance super-constructs only have the implicit OID attributes and instanceOID to denote the specific instance they refer to, except for $I.SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTE}$, which holds a value attribute, to store the value of the instantiated $SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTE}$. With the same logic, the model dictionaries of KGModel are extended with instance constructs as well. For each supported model, KGModel is able to load the source instance $D_{S}$ into the model instance constructs. The instance $D$ we have used in Algorithm 2 denotes $D_{S}$ once it has been loaded into the instance constructs.

Super-schema Instances to Schema Instances Translation. A super-schema instance is memorized in the super-model by instantiating the instance-level constructs. With this structure in place, mappings from super-schema instances to schema instances are straightforward extensions of those we have seen in Section 5.1, which translate super-schemas into schemas.

Example 6.1. For example, the $I.SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTE}$ copy rules for the PG model is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
(x : I.SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTE}; \text{instanceOID} : i, \text{value} : v) & \rightarrow \exists P_{x}.pr(x, w, P_{x}^{{\dagger}}(y), r, P_{x}^{{\dagger}}(i))
\end{align*}
\]

All the $I.SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTES}$ of instance 234 are copied into the corresponding Properties. Note that the identifiers for $I.M\_\text{PROPERTY}$ and $M\_\text{PROPERTY}$ are generated by using linker Skolem functors, to be able to refer to them in other copy rules, like the one for $I.SM\_\text{HAS\_NODE\_ATTRIBUTE}$.

Instance Loading. Once the source instance $D_{S}$ has been loaded into the instance constructs of the target model $M$, we load it into instance super-constructs: given a translation mapping from super-schema instances to schema instances $M(M)$, we translate it into Vadalog (line 3) and compute its inverse $V(M)^{-1}$, which reads the data into the super-model. It is well-known that schema mappings are not necessarily invertible, due to potential information loss [4]. Here we can leverage an interesting quasi-invertibility concept from the schema mapping literature [29]. It is not hard to see that information loss can take place only in the elimination phase of the translation. Conversely, the copy phase is invertible by construction. Thus, we simplify $V(M)^{-1}$ into $(V(M)\text{copy})^{-1}$. Given $D$, by applying such quasi-inverse mapping, we obtain a super-schema instance $I$ (line 4), such that the application of $(V(M)\text{copy})$ to it returns $D$. In fact, the data engineer has possibly crafted the schema of $D$ using super-constructs that are lost in the elimination and are not recovered by the inverse mapping. However, quasi-invertibility is enough in our process, as any potential information loss is never caused by the inversion.

Construction of the Views. Let us now consider the intensional component $\Sigma$ defined by the rules in Example 4.1 and see how we support it with the input and output views. The goal is to allow the execution of $\Sigma$, written in terms of model constructs, on a super-schema instance $I$. The views are automatically generated by KGModel, from a static analysis of $\Sigma$. For each body node (edge), an input-node (edge) view is created; for each head node (edge), an output-node (edge) view is created. For a given PG node atom of $\Sigma$, an input-view generates the corresponding facts by reading from $I.SM\_NODE$ and aggregating all the related $I.SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTES}$. Likewise, for a given PG edge atom, an input-view generates the facts by reading from $I.SM\_EDGE$ and aggregating all the related $I.SM\_\text{ATTRIBUTES}$. The output views perform the inverse transformation, de-normalizing higher-level atoms into the super-schema instance constructs. To make things more concrete, we show one input view for nodes.
There is a clear trade-off between the needed storage space (for the instances in the super-model dictionary and the materialized versions of $V^2_\Sigma$ and $V^3_\Sigma$) and the perceived elapsed time. In our experience, once $V^2_\Sigma$ has been materialized, the system can process $\Sigma$ without any overhead and accumulate changes to the target database. They can be eventually applied to the target database, in a batch fashion, by activating $V^3_\Sigma$ to flush the instance constructs. For the KG of the Bank of Italy under consideration in this work, the overall control intensional component can be computed in a virtual machine with 16 cores, 128 GB RAM (Intel Xeon architecture) and HDD storage in ~160 minutes, whilst loading and flushing phases require ~15 minutes in total.

Following existing approaches about runtime schema translation [5], future optimized versions of our system could delegate part of the reasoning rules to the underlying database systems, when convenient. However, this improvement requires care, as intensional components typically involve the characterizing features of ontological reasoning, such as a complex interplay of recursion and existential quantification, which can be very laborious or even impossible to express in target languages.

7 CONCLUSION

In building their enterprise and application-specific Knowledge Graphs, companies need to understand, design, communicate, and deploy complex data-driven systems, where the ground data is enriched with a large amount of derived knowledge.

With this work, we aim at pushing the boundaries of the use of KGs in practice and contribute to the delivery of highly engineered systems able to support decision making at its best. Specifically, capitalizing on our experience with a large financial KG, this work provides the data engineer with a conceptual, model-independent, and model-driven framework. From a high-level conceptual specification of the domain to an actionable engineered systems able to support decision making at its best.

Performance Considerations and Optimizations. As far as complexity is concerned, the set of applied rules $\Sigma \cup V^2_\Sigma \cup V^3_\Sigma$ is specified in MetaLogic, then translated into VADALOG, for which the reasoning task has been shown to be in polynomial time.
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